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Chairman’s Comment
Welcome to the end of the season - and look forward to the new.

Again this autumn & winter, Carolyn has arranged schooling lessons for us, but this year
these are on offer at both both Huntley & Usk. This better covers our membership area, &
we hope both venues will be well supported. Please see the newsletter and website for
details of dates at each venue & contact Carolyn if you wish to attend - there's a booking
form on the website. The next session is 3rd November, so don't miss out!

This year we have new faces on your Committee, & would like to welcome Andrea Champ,
Kerri Costello, Nicola Davies & Jane Smith, while long standing member Debbie Williams is
standing down, along with Alan Morgan, who stood down earlier this year.......If anyone
else would like to join & contribute, please make yourself known at the BAM in December.
If I have left anyone out - put it down to my aging brain, please, rather than
thoughtlessness!

And with mention of the BAM - please remember my comments in the previous newsletter
(which is still available on the OD website) & come help us celebrate 25 years of your local
Group of EGB. The Offa's Dyke Group continues to attract new members each year, &
introduce many riders & their horses to the joys & challenges of Long Distance Riding. This
is worth a party!

See you there,

Heather

Don’t forget! Now the season has ended you must send your
completed trophy forms to Chris Wray (see page 2 for
contact details)

Deadline 15 November
We have loads of fabulous trophies, rosettes and prizes to
present at the BAM (branch annual meeting), but you’ve got

to send in your form to be included. This includes Associate Members –
see the website for details of the awards on offer.
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Committee Contacts
Chair Heather Evans

Springfield, Walford, Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 5RB
Tel: 01989 566034 Email: zzaapp999@googlemail.com

Vice Chair Rachael Rogerson
Gurshill Farm House, Purton, Lydney, Glos, GL15 4LP.
Tel: 01594 84036 M 07578687325 Email: Rachael.Rogerson@gmail.com

Secretary Rachel Williams
The Tump Farm, Whitchurch, Ross-On-Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 6DQ
Tel: 01600 891029 Email: racheljw@hotmail.co.uk

Treasurer Suzanne Garlick
Dove Cottage, English Bicknor, Coleford, Gloucestershire, GL16 7PQ.
Tel: 01594 861019 Email: suegarlick@btinternet.com

Junior Representative Vacant

Trophy Secretary Chris Wray
Pentrewheeler Farm, Cwmcarvan, Nr Monmouth, Gwent, NP25 4PL
Tel: 01600 860938 Email: c_wray@tiscali.co.uk

Membership Secretary &
Groups Liaison Officer Carolyn Edwards

Duart House, Brookfield Road, Churchdown, Glos, GL3 2PF
Tel: 01452 857352 Email: carolyn@edwardsglos.fsnet.co.uk

Others Alan Morgan (Health & Safety), Sarah Rogerson, Gill Talbot, Debbie
Williams

Other Roles
Newsletter Carolyn and Robin Edwards

Child Welfare Officer Delwyn Hall
Mitchmore Dell, Mitchmore Farm, Holme Lacey, Hereford, HR2 6LJ
Tel: 01432 870348 Email: dave_dell@mypostoffice.co.uk

Web site: www.offasdykeegb.co.uk
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Editor’s Comment
Well what a fantastic year it’s been so far for Offa’s Dyke Group. We’ve had some
marvelous rides and training events with still more to come before the year end- See
this newsletter for details of a Veterinary Thermal Imaging demonstration at Gill
Talbot’s farm, the winter schooling lessons at Huntley and Usk College, the Xmas
Cracker Fun Ride and of course the 25 year celebration party and BAM!

We are lucky to have such a thriving group with such a lot of interesting events and of
course these only happen because of the hard work of the organisers and helpers on
the day. Having had my first solo experience as ride organiser of the Cranham
National ride this year, I can vouch for the hard work involved in organizing a ride and
I certainly couldn’t have done it without the help of my hubby Rob and friends. It was
lovely that so many people took the time to come up to me at the end of the ride and
thank me. I also had lots of emails, phone calls & texts and even a letter of thanks
after the ride and that really made a difference and made me feel all the hard work
was worthwhile.

On a personal note, I’ve had a bit of a mixed season with Prophet, who was lame at
the end of three rides. After extensive tests he’s had steroid injections into his hind
fetlocks and is now sound, but I’ve decided not to do any long distance endurance
rides with him. He’s way too precious and lovely to risk and I will have a lot of fun
with him doing dressage instead and tootling about at some fun rides. He might
nanny young Harry round some of his first novice rides next year.

Some of you may have met Harry
(Vlacq Halcyon Hallmark) at his first
outing to the Black Mountains Fun
Ride. He did very well going round the
short route with Karen Jones and
Dakota for company. This was a lovely
ride with amazing views. Thanks to
Nicola Davies for bringing it back to
our ride calendar. She’s kindly agreed
to run it again next year – so hopefully
Harry and I will get to go round the
whole route next time.

Carolyn Edwards
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VETERINARY THERMAL IMAGING
Sunday 24 November

Ever wondered what this is and whether it would be useful to you and your
animals?

Interested? If so and you would like to find out more come along and meet JON
SEARLE Thermographer (http://www.veterinary-thermal-imaging.com/) @ 12.30 on
Sunday 24th November at my home, MOOR FARM, Whitelye, Catbrook (session
will last a maximum of 2 hours).

Jon will be using some of my animals as 'guinea pigs' and we would love you to
come along and join in, ask questions and of course drink tea and coffee, chat and
socialise! I just need to know how many of you would like to come so booking is
essential...... please complete the form below and send by post to:

Gillian Talbot
Moor Farm,
Whitelye,
Catbrook,
Chepstow NP16 6NP

If you need directions by post, you will need to send me an SAE

Alternatively, send me an e-mail: gilliantalbot247@btinternet.com

Look forward to seeing you then!

Gill (Tel: 01291 689 639)

Name:

Address

Telephone Home:

Telephone Mobile:

E-mail:

Membership/Associate Membership no:

Signature of Attendee…………………………………… Date……………………

If you need directions by post please enclose an SAE !!
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Winter Schooling Lessons
This year by popular request we have extended the schooling lessons to include 3 sessions
at Usk College in addition to 5 at Huntley School of Equitation. Cost is the same as last year
for all lessons at £17.50 per hour in groups of 4 or 5 in an indoor school. We welcome
members and associate members of other EGB groups to join us on the lessons.

All lessons are with
Carole Broad BHS
Fellow, who has been
teaching our lessons for
several years now. For
those of you who
haven’t met her, Carole
is an amazing world
class instructor – but
not at all scary! She
gears the lessons to our
Endurance horses and
gets to know us all well.
She is always really
pleased to see the

progress people and horses make over the lessons. These lessons really are amazing value
for money!!

 Huntley November 3

 Usk November 17

 Huntley December 1

 Usk December 15

 Usk January 19

 Huntley February 2

 Huntley February 16

Booking and payment must be made 2 weeks in advance of the lessons. Lesson times will
be emailed out the Monday before each lesson. If you cancel after that, I may not be able
to refund your money, unless I fill the space from a waiting list. We need to cover the fixed
hourly costs. For full details and the booking form, please see the website;

http://offasdykeegb.co.uk/rides-events/schooling-lesson.htm

Places are limited and filling up fast – so book early to avoid disappointment.
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Sunday 29th December 2013

Staunton, Forest of Dean

We have reached that time when the treasured EGB handbook is redundant
(sniff) and you are wondering what to do with no group rides over the winter.

Put the Xmas cracker ride in your diary!

New organisers this year (Jane Smith and Charlie Fleming) aim to make this ride
as well organised and enjoyable as their predecessors with mulled wine and
mince pies as usual. This year part of the proceeds will go to the Welsh
Endurance team to help towards the team strip, and if possible travel costs.

A lovely social ride on forestry tracks, no gates & no road work

19.5km and 29km options

Mince pie and mulled wine to follow.

Come and work off those Christmas calories!

Entries to:

Jane Smith Longwood Farm, Trostrey, Usk, Monmouthshire, NP15 1LA
Tel: 07813108144 Email: jane.smith@btconnect.com

Closing date 16th December, entries on the day only if numbers permit. Last
time this ride was full, so please enter early to avoid disappointment!

Cheques payable to Offa’s Dyke Group of Endurance GB.
£10.00 members and associate members, £18.00 Temporary day members

If you don’t intend to ride and can spare a few hours, please consider
being a helper!
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Silver Jubilee - 25 Years Old!
You are cordially invited to come along to the 25th Anniversary BAM (Branch

Annual Meeting) of Offa’s Dyke Group.

Saturday 7 December. 6.30pm for prompt 7pm start

For this special anniversary we’ve decided to celebrate in style with a free party at the
Priory in Monmouth. We’ll be providing a hog roast (with vegetarian alternative) along
with salads and desserts. You can bring along your own drinks for the evening -including
alcohol.

The invitation is free to all members and associate members of Offa’s Dyke Group, along
with one guest each. If you have other friends who’d like to come along then they can do
so at a cost of £10 for adults and £5 for under 16s

We hope that many of the founder members of the group will come along to the evening.
It will be a great chance to catch up with friends old and new and have a good chat –
without a sweaty horse in tow!

Please note that there is no parking at the Priory and you will need to find a parking
space, either in the convenient car park we suggest on the enclosed flyer (free after
5pm) or in the roads surrounding the Priory. As there is a choral event at the church
next door, we suggest you are parked by 6.30pm to ensure you beat them to the spaces!!

Please bring along a prize for the raffle. This is always great fun and money raised
helps towards the costs of the evening.

We’d also love it if you could bring along a photo of yourself with horse from your
earliest days of riding (you may not have been doing endurance 25 years ago), or any
photos you have of the early days of the group. We plan to have a notice board to display
them, so please put a note to say who the photo is of. If you have chance to email or post
a copy to Carolyn Edwards before the night, we can get the display started in advance!

The evening will start with the BAM (we’ll keep it short and sweet as usual we promise)
and then on to the fun part of food, awards presentation and raffle.

Please come along and join us for the evening. 25 years is certainly worth celebrating!

To help us plan the catering, we do need you to apply for tickets for the event before
25th November. Please fill in the enclosed form and send it with an SAE to receive your
tickets. If you want the vegetarian alternative, please remember to specify that on your
form when you apply, as we will have a limited number of vegetarian options available
and they will be given only to those who have requested them in advance.
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Some of last year’s prize winners

Please send your trophy form to Chris Wray (contact details on page 2) by 15
November to give him chance to work out the placings and order rosettes. We have
lots of lovely awards and some don’t even have anyone claiming them. It would be
great if all members and associate members applied. Remember – you’ve got to be
in it to win it!!

Bronze Achievement Award – Cirencester Ride

When I read that Cirencester ride was back on the calendar and going to be doing a 65km
class for novices that had not upgraded to open- then that became my plan for the year
ahead.

I had planned for Gypsy to upgrade to open at the beginning of the season as she was easily
coping with the faster speed the season before, but decided to stay novice so I could do
Cirencester.The qualification to enter was to have successfully completed 3 rides between
30/50km in the current year. Due to work commitments I could only go to 3 rides before
Cirencester, so there was a lot of hoping and praying things went well at each one. I
decided there was no point doing any more mileage than I had to, so I entered the 30km at
each ride. Gypsy went really well at each one and kept up good speeds with good finishing
heart rates. I had to enter Cirencester before my third ride and I had no plan B. Nail biting
stuff at the third ride as she went to vet, thumbs up, we had done it, Cirencester here we
come!
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At 6am we left home and arrived at a very chilly Cirencester venue at 7.30. Would we be
using all that ice we had bought with us?
Off to collect my number, check for route
changes and vet gate hold time, while
Hubby claimed a space at the vet gate for
our buckets/water/spare tack etc. Vetted at
8.30, HR 43, lowest of the year. I found
myself parked next to Gaynor Rose, whom I
had ridden the last couple of kilometres
with at Barbury, we decided to set off
together and see how it went. So off to the
start we went together. Garmin set, watch
set, for 5 1/2 hours of riding time, optimum
time 12kph.

We set off on the black route 35km, the first
kilometre new to me, crew met us at the
first crew point A, quick slosh and off we
went. The route was easy going and we
cantered a lot of it, which was great as it
kept our speed up around 13kph, however
we were very grateful to see our crew at
each crewing point for lots of sloshing.

Proud Ally and Andrew with Gypsy (10 year old Fell/Arab cross)

At the last crewing point we fed Gypsy to keep her energy levels up, something we always
do, roughly half way round. So into the park we went, still mostly cantering, knowing there
was plenty of watering points on route. The marking was excellent and 2 hours 32 mins
later we arrived at the vet gate. It was getting hot by this time so we decided to use the
iced water and 11 mins later we handed our card to the vet steward, vetted at 60 and still
full of beans to trot up. Back to our hold area for a 30 minute break where we fed Gypsy
again and she drank well, the time flew passed and in no time we were tacking up again to
head off to the time keeper and we were off on the green route 30km. We decided
between us that the horse that was the least tired would take the lead, this appeared to be
Gypsy, so off we went leading the way.

The green route started roughly the same then took us further out into the country, again
we were very glad to see our crew as the heat was starting to get to us, again we kept up a
good speed until the last watering point where we lingered for too long and lost a bit of
time which meant the last 5km had to be ridden at a canter all the way home. Gypsy was
happy to steam ahead taking Gaynor`s horse with us. Crossing the finish line just over the
12kph optimum time we went back to the trailer get ready for the final vetting. Using ice
water again we sloshed and scraped until her HR was in the early 50`s then decided to vet
in case the heat pushed it up again, vetted at 54bpm and an enthusiastic trot up, thumbs up
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from the vet. Absolutely delighted, big hugs all round and Gypsy was well fit to continue
which is what it’s all about. My finishing optimum time was 11.89 which meant I came in
2nd place!! Totally amazed at this especially, as it was my first 65km. So what’s next?
Watch this space next year!!

p.s. I just wanted to add that attending the Offa’s Dyke vet gate training at Treworgan in
May was very helpful with getting it right on the day, many thanks to everyone who gave
their advice and help.

Ally Knight

Barik’s first 100 miles by Delwyn Hall
This is a story to continue from 2012. This time from the ground.

2013-Winter never ending, at last a few rides F.O.D. then Cannock Chase, then Kings Forest
no snow! So next up Haywood Oaks, with the new Windsor ride as back up if a failure. Was
Barik ready for 120kms at H.O.? Try and see, if unhappy retire. Passed his 2nd 120kms so
now a little let down before training for the BIG ONE. In the meantime Abbi and I had a fun
time. Firstly to Windsor to help crew Fiona Griffiths and the lovely Oliver Twist FEI 120 –
pass, then down to Exmoor to help crew Belinda Stewart and her lovely Penny Clwyd in the
novice class on the Sunday - Gold .(We arrived home before the heavens opened).Next for
me crewing Krissie Jones at Myndd Machen, which was eventful as Krissie ended up in
hospital. Barik’s little rest over- now to some serious work. Lots of training in Mortimer
forest and experimenting with weights as now Abbi would have to weigh 75kgs. At last she
settled on a diving belt with pockets into which we inserted the weights and room for
mobile phone.

Went to many fun rides doing several circuits (our wonderful permissive headlands
discontinued). Next a 80kms CER at 3 rivers and 65kms GER at Berkshire Downs. Count
down-reduced hard feed a little only, rode out once, clipped his neck and shoulders out on
Thursday and washed him in plain water. The weather forecast was for heat, so we froze
water in every available container and took 4 cool bags full and a box full of human drinks,
as well as ordering ice from the r/o. We arrived Friday and put up a corral. They were
squashed in, but we wouldn’t use ours very much. The vet gate was marked out into rows
and we chose one near the in/out time keeper at the bottom of the field. Kirsty Wiscombe
and Sue Box were behind us and Charlie Fleming next door. Reccied the course, put him in
stable and went to the B&B, which was very close by. Vetting - passed and Krissie was
complimented on their excellent trot up.

Race day up at 4.00a.m. Abbi mounted at 5.00, and warmed up, 5.30 start. 23 starters with
a good sprinkling of none- EGB. We went to the breakfast van!!!! First loop red and white
40kms. Barik was in the front of the middle pack and we did running sloshes. The route was
forest and headlands and the CPs were crowded. VG 1—Abbi came in with quite a crowd.
The front runners were in their holds, our ambition was to get round so no flapping!!! We
have a routine- un-girth, Dave removes saddle, I use hrt. monitor & Krissie and Abbi take off
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boots. We then slosh-and walk. Vet and pass. Change numnah, girth & boots, refill drinks
bottle and make rider eat. We can only tempt Barik, as he watches the front runners go
back out. 40mins then Loop 2 –blue 32 kms, mostly forestry. Krissie stays behind, as the car
won’t make it back before the rider. Again running sloshes but he does drink once.

VG2.Rider will be in before us. Dave gets as close as possible (the hold area is closed to
traffic) and I hurry down. Horse and rider and crew walking to vetting already. Pass and
Barik more settled and begins to eat. Same routine and another 40min hold. Loop 3-
another 32 kms, again in the forest but it is very warm we now make Barik stop and be
crewed and try hard to make him drink. The riders are spaced out and more room for us.

VG3 Again they are going to vet before as we arrive. This time Barik has to re-present as he
is 64/64 and the vets want better gut sounds. He is offered a picnic and more! We take him
to the hedge to graze a little. The grass is dry and old but seems to do the trick. Re-present
and all o.k. Loop 4 23 kms there is a compulsory re-present this time and hold of 50mins.
This loop is a bit of a killer. It’s so hot we crouch under the hedge to get some shade and to
keep the water cool. We halt the horse and rider and drench them both! Lots of sloshes and
buckets of water & Barik has a good drink. Someone says they reg 38deg. Barik and Abbi
seem happy and we head for the venue.

VG4 Krissie has found a water trough in the hedge and has cleaned it out, we have water
close by and it is cold. Lesley Dunn –Charlie Fleming’s crew gives a hand. We just pour on
water after water. Pulse down. Off to vet –pass, now to keep him cool before next vetting.
Under the gazebo we have everything – Baileys Endurance Mix. Alan & Page Calm &
Condition–wet, sugar beet-wet, H&P nuts, apples pears carrots, wet hay. We walk him up
and down and pour on cold water, Dave fetches the commercial ice we have ordered. Time
to re-present-pass- another compliment from the vets and tack up. More horses now as
other classes on route. Loop 5 17kms back up the same roads we go, stopping the pair and
CPs, but we make them worthwhile.

VG5 In before us and we are
joined by the development
squad chef and vet. All hands to
the crewing and Zofie (vet)takes
the hrt rt. and Mary(chef) walks
him up and down. Such a relief
to have help, as we are getting
very tired. Lesley and Krissie rub
his back end then they vet. They
don’t go under the vetting tent.
Krissie walks Barik round and
Abbi looks upset. Someone runs
to the marquee and then
returns. Vet steward takes
horse under shade—what on
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earth? Then he is vetted. It turns out his papers had gone astray, hrt rt really down but hold
time reduced. Last loop-Lesley gives Abbi a little pep talk as we are all tired ‘only 16kms
back before you know it’. Abbi gees Barik up and they are off at a sharp canter. Charlie and
Jane have offered to go to the last CP, so Dave can get back in time to see them cross the
line – I stay behind and watch the horses go out. A few are napping but it’s been so hot -
they all go out

Finish-after a while we walk to the finish line carrying the sloshes and 2 buckets of water.
We plan to unsaddle and carry the saddle to our area washing Barik along the way. The
crews are all waiting for the last horses on course, heads bobbing in the distance – another
class- at last a grey, Georgina Hirst –at a nice steady trot. We wait-then 2 heads bobbing a
grey and a dark horse. Closer we see one is Abbi and the other Nicky Gilbert – closer –we all
stand up - then we are gob smacked as they race in-Barik in the lead –down the field. We

carry the sloshes and buckets back.
Our faces say it all! Pour water,
scrape, pour, walk about, massage.
The vet Zofie takes hrt rt. Abbi looks
sick, Zofie wants to see him trot a
little, more massage more water
‘o.k. you can take him just making
sure’ (there is 30min at end of ride-
20mins otherwise to present). We
line the vetting ropes feeling sick.
Lots of spectators. The shadows are
long it’s 7.30pm. 3 vets watch him
do a lovely trot up, then pass!!

Hugs all round! Krissie ices tights and bandages his legs and takes him for a graze. We pack
up then he goes to bed. He has a large bucket of plain water, a bucket of sugar beet water,
a bowl of Calm and Condition wet, a bowl of wet sugar beet, a feed and a net of wet hay.
He looks over the stable door as if nothing has happened. We go back to B&B my feet are
sore from being wet all day. We have supper with Charlie, Lesley and Jane and then to bed.
Next day remove bandages and hose legs-a bit puffy-otherwise o.k. He is in fine form
pulling us round. Prize giving- we have no idea where they came as lost track during the day
and nothing on the notice board. 5th overall and as the 1st rider was Polish 4th Brit. Wow!

Home-Barik was turned out onto bare pasture and had 2 sloppy feeds before night and a
wet haynet as well as electrolyte water. He was given electrolytes at every vet gate. I
smothered his lower limbs and feet with arnica gel. The next 3 days feed was decreased
and grazing increased and he drank lots electrolyte water. He stood in a lot because of the
heat and flies. After 4 days he stopped drinking the electrolytes and I stopped gelling his
legs. He had a full professional massage from Rachel Williams and saw the farrier. Both
declared him very well and he had no soreness or bruising to the feet.
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Barik and Abbi are now qualified for W.E.G. as they completed at over 14k.p.h. So that is
the next stage of Bariks career as an endurance horse.

Read Abbi’s blog online - Abbi Tennant International Endurance Rider. http://atennant-
endurancerider.weebly.com/abbi.html

It just wouldn’t be a newsletter without a contribution from our own Piers
Geddes. I love the song – maybe we should ask him for a rendition at the BAM!
Carolyn

Oh Gully Boy…

Apart from age, weight and gender, I’ve got everything going for me in endurance. So, still
half-astonished to be doing this at all, every endurance ride is written up, each failure, each
success, each vetted-out-before-we-start. Particularly compelling, both to do and to write
about, is starting off a young horse. How will they go? Have they talent? What sort of
team will you make?

Gully’s been around for eighteen months now, a 15.3 chestnut from Bychan Arabians.
Halfway through this year we began a series of fun rides, survived and enjoyed by a keen
horse and a slightly anxious rider, for Gully does have a wild streak. And so to Cirencester
Park. Tommy, Borna, Good Boy Jim, and recently Cadwaladr, all began their endurance
careers here. It’s been good to us. Should we now have a go at Friday’s 30 km pleasure
ride? And here, pretty much unvarnished, is what happened. Overlook the unsmooth
prose. I was just writing to myself.

‘Oh dear, hope I wasn’t really stupid. But after a while, Gully being on the bit, or pulling as
we used to say, I was thinking, “This could be his natural pace.” And it is fast, fast as an
averaged-out long run out hunting. He (and of course his rider) is utterly happy going alone.
He catches up, he passes, just as soon as he can. That relentless canter – it’s all I can do to
keep the speed controlled and steady; the extended trot – slow motion rise and fall for me,
and crikey does it eat the distance. Never had a ride like this.

The going was near perfect, other riders enough but few. The idea that he might have been
suitable for Arab racing came up before; as he went today, it’s a half-consistent notion. A
try at a novice award next year? Don’t think so. I fancy he’ll be high heartrates and fast
speeds, and that doesn’t win novice prizes. Alone in the vetting area, his heartrate was
taken : 70. Trot up. Again : 100. Ride over, another go : 70. Trot-up – and this time he
almost managed to stand still : 60. Getting better! Well, you don’t get better by not doing
it.
It just seemed a different level of performance, exciting, exhilarating, wonderful. He
seemed skilfully sure-footed too. Near the end we flew over a jump, only low but over we
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went and on. Did I ever encourage him? Never. We left at a walk, after which I was
holding him back almost all the time. Occasionally the reins were slack but it was rare.
Once through the finish we went sideways past the flapping tents. My hat what a ride. Oh
Gully boy… The woods were lovely, the weather just right, the countryside delightful. Dear
Cirencester, providing a first endurance ride for a fifth horse. “Hunger for the trail.” My
golly Guls, you seem to have that. Meanwhile the trailering both ends was better again –
no stamping, no running down the ramp, no coming off sweaty. He didn’t drink much, but
had a pee before we left home and before riding off. Overall he’s beginning to get the idea.
And I almost felt him being anxious to please, helpful and connected. Just don’t overdo this
Mr Geddes. He’s only SEVEN.’

Do you know that Irish song Danny Boy? (I should ask permission of Gill Talbot as she has a
real Danny.) Here’s a slightly altered version.

Oh Gully Boy, the vets the vets are waiting,

To hear your heart, and watch you trot up sound;

And if you don’t, there’ll be no hesitating,

I’ll place an ad, and sell you for a pound.

Oh Gully Boy, the checkpoints took our number,

At every sign you either stopped or shied;

And though our crew, she spent the day in slumber,

Oh Gully Boy, you are my joy and pride.

Oh Gully Boy, the vets the vets are waiting,

To check your heart and trot-up in the wet;

And now I see your rug’s disintegrating,

But Gully Boy, you’ve won a red rosette.

Well, of course it was a nice sunny day, and he didn’t win a red rosette as it was only a
pleasure ride. But it wasn’t really that either, just an extraordinary day with a horse in the
groove and motoring. Everyone deserves such a ride, and I’ve just had mine. If yours is to
come, you’ve a fantastic day ahead.

Piers Geddes

I love the report that follows from two non-members who came to Cranham
ride and had a lovely time. They want to come back next year and have a go at
a GER. I had lots of lovely thank you emails and reports from happy riders
after the ride – which makes all the hard work worthwhile! Carolyn
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A day out at the Cranham Ride 2013 By Myra and Graham Bennett

‘What a long way you’re coming’, commented Cranham ride organiser Carolyn in an email
to me, confirming that we had got into the PR class to do 30K. I was very happy and grateful
to have my entry accepted. The ride was full on the day of the closing date. Obviously it was
popular.

Yes, it was quite a long way, from the Wiltshire/Hampshire border near Romsey to Birdlip in
Gloucestershire, but I knew it would be worth it and it was. After all, what better way to
spend a day out with your horse than trotting and cantering through beautiful countryside
where the route is clearly marked, private landowners have kindly allowed you where you
aren’t normally allowed, people offer your horse water and help you across main roads. To
top that off, you can park somewhere secure, with a handy loo and catering van on site and
take home a rosette at the end of the day. What’s not to like? And all for £24.00 per
person, even if you don’t belong to Endurance GB.

We don’t have ‘endurance horses’ in the sense that they are not built for endurance:
Graham’s sturdy steed Loti is best described as a heavyweight cob. But he is up to going 20
miles as long as we don’t go too fast (although he has pointed out to us that if we wanted a
horse with a Mo Farah outlook on life we shouldn’t have bought a rugby player). My Heinz-
57 boy Jack can certainly do his 20 miles but he likes to keep his strength up with frequent
snacking. Which, I see from a recent article on the EGB website, is just what an endurance
horse needs to keep his hind gut working…

My parents, who are in their mid eighties, live the other side of Gloucester and were keen
to ‘crew’ for the day. I was nervous about their ability with large cans of water, so enlisted
21-year-old son with the promise of a bacon butty and a supply of cake to tempt him out of
bed early in the morning. I was a bit nervous as we approached the venue – would it be
heaving with horses who could unintentionally run down slow-moving old people? Would
we be parked so close together that they would not be able to get near us? I need not have
worried –everything was calm and ordered and friendly. The kind man helping us park was
happy for space to be left next to the trailer for an extra car. And what a great view out
over the Cotswold edge down to the Severn estuary!

We’d made it. And so (post bacon butties
and relaxed trot up for the vet) we were
off.
The weather was cool and a bit windy but
still summery. We celebrated by
cantering past the photographer and
over the first few fields. We were passed
by two polite girls on lovely Arabs, which
inspired our steeds to canter even more
gaily, cat leaping thistles. We then tried
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to settle into a routine of some walking and mostly trotting, to conserve energy. The
woodland tracks were surprisingly wet in places and I could see why last year’s ride had had
to be cancelled after all the 2012 rain. In the woods, we got tantalizing views of Cotswold
valleys through the trees. Photo by Celia

Saunders

Out of the woods and over open fields, clouds flying high in the skies, buzzards calling.
Down through more woods, out onto a long grassy way with wild flowers and butterflies
everywhere. Down a very steep track, up the other side and there were the crew with
water for everyone. Jack and Loti ignored what was on offer and snacked on the grass
verge. I did warn the crew this might happen.

Over the fields again, with more glorious views, back down into the woods, a steep track
down to a muddy stream and evidence of repairs being attempted to a potentially very
boggy route, on up through the woods, the track getting dryer again, out of the woods,
over the road, past a wonderful old farm and cantering up a lovely long grassy valley,
through more, dry, woods and out the other side, over fields coming up to Brimpsfield. We
passed the cut-back to the short route home and looked at our watches now, to see if we
might make our target speed of around 9.5-10km per hour. We were on track! All thanks to
wonderful route marking.

Next, we passed what looked like hundreds of polo ponies on one side of another long
grassy bridleway (they completely ignored us), and then came through to the village of
Brimpsfield, where two girls were sitting in a field waving and shouting ‘good luck’. We
missed our crew who had parked in the wrong place and I think Jack and Loti began to
regret refusing their earlier drink. However, my mobile phone actually found a signal and I
was soon reassured that my parents were still the right way up and en route to the next
checkpoint. Down another long, woodland bridleway, and up to a busy road crossing with
cheerful stewards offering water. Both horses gratefully accepted a drink. We crossed the
road under the watchful eye of the steward… and went the wrong way. The route was
clearly marked to go left but we went straight on… and straight down… Straight down the
Cotswold edge, it felt like. Of course when we got to the bottom (slowly and carefully)
there were no markers. We searched on our map and talk-round and tried to get the
situation on the ground to fit what we were being told to look for – Surely that was the
reservoir down there? Perhaps the markers had been moved? We tried first to the left,
then to the right, before returning to the bottom of the original track down. Both steeds
firmly claimed a good snack. Our time was slipping away – we’d lost at least 40 minutes by
now.

Then another rider appeared and agreed we’d all gone wrong as she’d not been this way on
her last loop. She turned and her little horse re-ascended the steep track as though it was a
bit of nothing and quickly disappeared. Inspired by the feeling that the stranger horse must
know the way home to the trailer, Jack and Loti bravely plunged upwards after her. At the
top, with everyone (but especially poor Jack and Loti) sweating and blowing, we found the
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right way again, soon to be rewarded with a good trotting and cantering track and flashes
of beautiful views all the way over the Severn estuary towards Wales. We were riding right
on the Cotswold Edge! Wonderful!

We met more friendly stewards with water (both horses drank at once) before making our
way through sun-dappled woodland to the last checkpoint where our own crew were
waiting patiently with sugarbeet slurps for the now grateful Jack and Loti.

From there, it was a short hop home to the parking field, where Loti suffered a moment of
doubt about his rider’s sanity when we had to ride briefly away from the trailers round the
field to avoid the vetting area. He had a point about needing to go home: it had taken us 4
hours, rather than 3 hours, to cover the distance but we’d enjoyed (nearly) every minute.
Jack and Loti were washed off and trotted up, then relaxed with some fibre feed and hay
while riders and crew sat and had a picnic and admired the view some more.

Another nice Cranham Ride report from Janet Fentiman who did the ride on
her Icelandic Horse

England’s green and pleasant land is still out there! What a lovely day was spent at
Cranham. Spola (my Icelandic Horse) and I have never done this ride before. My husband
who was crewing for us was surprised at how easy the journey to the venue was, and he
enjoyed the views whilst crewing for us. The view of the reservoir was breath taking. The
weather was quite humid but not the blasting sunshine like earlier in the week. Spola does
not like the heat so we went round at a steady speed, which was nice for me as I could
appreciate the countryside. The marking was well done. This is always difficult in woods but
Offas Dyke seems to have mastered this. Everyone we met was happy and very jolly; the
atmosphere on the parking field was very relaxed. The vet was interesting, as he had never
met an Icelandic horse before and it fell such that he vetted Spola at the beginning and the
end of the ride. He now knows these horses with the ‘funny’ gate (tolt) are perfectly able to
run for 30km at open speed and come home fit and well. The going was ideal, some fields,
some woods some tracks, very few stony ones. The cuppa tea from the team providing
snacks was ace!

Thanks and well done to everyone who helped at the ride, I would certainly recommend
that riders put it in their calendar for next year.

Janet Fentiman

Finally a Cranham Ride report from new Offa’s Dyke member Jane Tull

Having only done two endurances rides before it was with considerable trepidation that I
entered Cranham. I had been informed that Cranham was a tough ride with lots of hills and
even more gates.
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I was riding my standard-bred mare Indie who I have owned for six years and it had taken
this long to get her calm enough to even attempt any public outings! Having studied the
weather forecast religiously every hour the previous day I still had no idea whether it would
be raining or sunny for the ride so loaded up rugs, coats etc to cover every eventuality. We
arrived about an hour before the vetting and for once Indie was on her best behaviour and
came off the lorry calmly. The Venue was superb with far reaching views in all directions
and everything close together which made getting ready for the farrier and vetting very
straight forward. Because Indie was so calm I was ready for the vetting early and luckily was
able to slot in and have this done earlier than my allocated time. Tacking her up was a bit of
a nightmare as she got more and more excited and getting on meant almost pinning her
down but finally we were off.

The route was fantastic with private pathways, lovely woodland sections and just a few
stretches of road. All the checkpoints had water so another worry abated. I was doing the
30k novice GER and the markers were so clear even I managed not to get lost – and with my
sense of direction was unheard of! All the gates were open which was a huge relief as
getting off and on Indie is never without incident. We met quite a few other riders on route
and everyone was so supportive and encouraging – it’s one of the things I love about
endurance; everyone is so friendly. Once we had passed checkpoint one Indie finally settled
down into a reasonably steady trot and we could keep going without having to slow down
very often.

The miles flew by and before I knew it we were in Whitcombe wood which took us along
the Cotswold way with the reservoir on our right. The going was perfect and with the sun
shining I finally began to relax and appreciate the spectacular views. Past checkpoint 5 and
into the woods by the sawmill I knew that I was nearing completion and a short while later
we arrived back at the venue. We had completed the ride in under 2 hours 30, a good 30
minutes quicker than either previous rides which is testament to a great route rather than
any skill on my part! Indie was still full of running with a lowered heart rate for the final
vetting and we gained our first grade 1.
I would like to say a HUGE thank you to Carolyn and all the volunteers for a fantastic ride
very well marked and best of all no gates to open!

Jane Tull

Beating the Metabolic Pull - Part 3: Energy balance

Susan Garlinghouse, MS

In this final article in the series, we'll discuss the possible ways to increase energy during a
ride without jeopardizing the overall health of the horse. At the risk of becoming tiresome,
remember the order of priorities in protecting metabolic integrity--- hydration, gut motility;
and only then, look to increase energy balance. Luckily, these issues are often so closely
interrelated that attending to one issue often benefits all three.
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Before discussing specific strategies, it's helpful to have a brief review of the energy
substrates available to endurance horses (or any other equine athlete). There are
essentially three "fuels" utilized during exercise; phosphocreatine, glucose and fats. All
three function via different pathways to produce the same end product, adenosine
triphosphate (ATP), the actual energy source that drives muscular contraction.
Of these three fuels, phosphocreatine is of the least importance to the endurance horse,
and only worthy of brief mention. Think of PC as the "starter fuel" in the muscle cell---it is
what will provide immediate energy for the first few seconds of exercise, until other fuel
sources arrive in greater quantities for long-term exercise demands.

Glucose is intermediate in both its supply and speed of response during exercise. When
molecules of readily-available glucose are stored in plant material, it is referred to as starch,
and when stored in the animal body, as glycogen. Because the storage of glycogen in the
body requires both water and space, relatively little is stored in the body. Fats, on the other
hand, are far more efficiently stored and so can be accumulated almost without limit (as
some of us have discovered after the holidays). The advantage of utilizing glucose as an
energy source is that it is more quickly available than are fats, and while it is most
efficiently metabolized in the presence of oxygen, it does not require oxygen to produce
energy. During intense exercise, the cardiovascular system of heart and lungs may be
unable to supply sufficient oxygen to individual muscle cells. Under those circumstances,
energy can continue to be produced for a short period by utilizing those pathways that do
not require oxygen. These pathways are referred to as anaerobic, and utilizing them during
exercise is referred to as passing an anaerobic threshold. Utilizing these pathways results in
the accumulation of the metabolic by-product lactic acid, and thus, the "burn" felt in
overworked muscles. This pathway is not meant for long-term exercise, as the
accumulation of lactic acid and rapid depletion of cellular glucose stores quickly contributes
to muscular fatigue. Therefore, the primary advantage to glucose as an energy source is its
versatility in either the presence or absence of oxygen, and its speed in being quickly
available on demand.

Fats are the fuel of greatest importance to the endurance athlete. While their utilization
absolutely requires the presence of oxygen, and is not as quickly available as glucose or
phosphocreatine, its supply within the body is almost unlimited in any horse in reasonable
body condition. It has been calculated that the average 1100 pound horse has only 45
calories available within body stores in the form of phosphocreatine; approximately 18,000
calories available in the form of glycogen; and approximately 153,000 in the form of fats.
When you consider that an average horse carrying a lightweight rider will utilize more than
19,000 calories during a flat fifty-mile ride at an average speed of 8 mph, it becomes
apparent that body stores of glycogen alone are insufficient to fuel the exercise demands of
the day.

The disadvantages of fats as a fuel source are that they absolutely require the ongoing
presence of oxygen within the cells to produce energy, and they are the slowest of the
three sources to become available after the onset of exercise. A third feature, which may at
times become a distinct disadvantage, is that while glycogen may be utilized by itself
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without any other substrate, fats require a small but critical amount of glycogen to produce
energy---hence the saying, "fats burn on the flame of glycogen". To use an old analogy---
think of glycogen as a smallish pile of fast-burning kindling, and fats as heavy, thick logs.
While the logs will supply far more total heat, they cannot burn well without kindling. On
the other hand, while kindling will burn rapidly and well, its relatively small supply will soon
run out, leaving you without the wherewithal to burn the logs. Therefore, the key element
in energy management is to rely on fats as the primary fuel source, and to conserve the
limited supply of glycogen for "kindling" and for carefully planned spurts of anaerobic
activity which may be necessary to reach your riding goals for the day.

Complex system that it is, the body is well adapted to utilizing the fuel most suited to the
exercise at hand. At rest and during moderate exercise, with plenty of oxygen available, the
body will utilize primarily fats, the fuel in greatest supply, with just enough glycogen being
used as kindling to produce energy at its highest efficiency. As the intensity of exercise
increases, as during a tough hill climb or a prolonged sprint, oxygen supplies may become
insufficient and energy utilization shifts from the oxygen-using pathways, to those which do
not require oxygen. Fats are utilized less and less, while glycogen becomes more and more
important---so that at maximum intensity, the reliance on glycogen is approaching 100%. At
this intensity of exercise, glycogen stores are rapidly depleted, and the accumulation of
lactic acid greatly increased. As complete glycogen repletion may take several days, as well
as the complete removal of accumulated lactic acid, an extreme exercise bout of this
intensity is best left for either the flat-track racehorses, or if necessary, at the very end of
an endurance ride. Once the system is pushed to this level of exhaustion, you had better be
close to packing it in for the day!

Given the energetics of endurance horse metabolism, how do we put this to use during the
riding season? One of the first ways is to utilize a high-fat diet. Although still the subject of
research and heated debate, studies in exercising horses have demonstrated several clear
metabolic benefits for endurance horses. Its most obvious benefit is that fats are the most
concentrated source of calories available, and therefore of the most use in adding calories
to an existing ration. Up to several cups of any type of good-quality vegetable oil (with the
exception of linseed), or crystallized fat supplements such as FatPak, provide enough
additional calories for most horses to maintain a good body condition.

Fats in the diet also have the benefit of decreasing heat production during digestion, thus
lowering the heat which must be dissipated through sweat production by as much as 14%.
Remember that proteins produce from 3-6 times the amount of metabolic waste heat as do
carbohydrates or fats. By supplying calories in the form of fat, instead of protein, the
amount of metabolic heat that must be dissipated is decreased, thereby helping to product
hydration throughout the day.

A further benefit is that horses adapted to a high-fat ration over an eleven week period
(and it appears to take this long to reap the full effect) demonstrate a glycogen-sparing
effect. Essentially, the body becomes more efficient at utilizing the fuel source in greatest
supply (fats), and therefore is able to conserve the fuel supply most likely to run out
(glucose). By doing so, horses under laboratory conditions were able to exercise for a longer
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period of time at a lower heart rate, with less lactic acid accumulation, than did horses
maintained on a strictly high-grain or high-protein ration.

Does this mean that fats should be fed during an endurance ride? Common sense would say
yes, but in reality, the answer is no. Remember that a horse in good body condition---ribs
easily felt but not seen, and without jutting hip or pinbones---already has a plentiful supply
of body fats onboard to fuel the day's work, even during 100-mile or multi-day rides.
Remember also from lprevious discussions in this series that protecting gut motility is a
higher priority than is energy balance, and providing bulkier feeds will maintain blood flow
to the gut far better than will fats. Therefore, while adapting horses to a high fat ration
between rides is an excellent strategy, withdraw the fats the night before in order to
encourage forage intake. Utilize rice bran (which has a 20% fat content) as a condiment in
mashes to increase palatability, rather than the majority of the meal. After the ride is over,
return to including fats in the regular ration. Skipping fats for a few days during a multi-day
will not put you back at ground zero in that eleven week adaptation period---simply start
the fats again once you arrive back home.

Bottom line---strategies to maintain energy during a ride should be aimed towards
protecting and maintaining an ample supply of glycogen, the kindling to burn all those
available fats. At the risk of sounding preachy, one of the most obvious elements of your
plan is to arrive with a well-conditioned horse. A large part of the physiological response to
conditioning is the increase in efficiency of the muscular and cardiovascular system--- not
only at delivering oxygen, but also storing glycogen and removing waste products. A horse
with borderline conditioning is much more likely to slip over the anaerobic threshold, and
use up available glycogen much more quickly than if he were truly fit for the job at hand.

In order to help protect glycogen stores, the first strategy is to start with a full load
onboard. "Glycogen loading" has been explored and utilized in human marathon athletes,
but seems to be relatively ineffective (and at times, risky) in horses, possibly because they
are already evolved to store relatively large amounts of glycogen in muscle and liver tissue,
compared to the inferior human athlete. Simply making sure that the glycogen stores are
full, without attempting to overfill, is more than adequate. This can be done by slightly
increasing the grain ration several days before the ride---an extra two or three pounds
spread over several days is sufficient. If your horse is already consuming significant
quantities of grain as part of his regular diet, then adding more is probably unnecessary.
Decreasing the intensity of exercise for a day or two before the ride, as normally happens
anyway, is enough. If it is part of your normal routine to go for a short ride after arriving at
base camp, you can certainly continue to do so, but now is not the time to go haring off
across the wilderness in a five mile sprint. An easy ride to loosen muscles will keep the
glycogen stores where they belong in preparation for tomorrow.

Offering one more moderate meal of grain the evening before the start, along with plenty
of free-choice hay and ideally, soaked beet pulp, will "top up" the onboard glycogen stores.
Again, just a pound or two of grain will suffice---in order to protect hydration and motility
first, the consumption of plenty of hay during the night will do more to produce a successful
ride than will "just a little extra" grain.
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Many riders are in the habit of providing a grain meal to their horses first thing in the
morning, in order to have "plenty of energy during the day". Remember that wheat bran
counts more as a grain than as a forage, although less so than do oats, corn or barley. The
theory in feeding "breakfast" is that by maintaining high plasma glucose levels, glycogen
stores will be spared for use later in the day. Again, common sense would say this is a good
thing to do, but in reality, grain in the morning works against the production of energy. The
starch content within grain is quickly broken down to simple sugars in the small intestine
prior to absorption. As blood glucose rises, insulin is released from the pancreas to regulate
and move the glucose into storage. The steeper the rise in glucose, the greater the insulin
release and the more quickly glucose is moved from circulation and into storage. Plasma
glucose levels quickly drop, not only back to baseline, but below previous levels. The net
effect is that for several hours after a grain meal of several pounds or more, plasma glucose
levels will quickly spike, and then decrease sharply, making glucose relatively unavailable as
a fuel source until the system stabilizes. This phenomenon is called the hypoglycemic
rebound effect.

At the same time, high plasma glucose and insulin levels have the effect of decreasing fat
utilization, so that not only is glucose relatively unavailable, but so are fats. The result is a
decrease in endurance and speed for several hours, directly opposite to the desired effect.
By feeding the last grain meal no sooner than four to five hours before exercise begins, you
are giving the body a chance to digest, absorb and stabilize glucose and insulin levels well
before exercise demands begin. Not only will glucose be available in ample quantities, but
so will fats very soon thereafter. Remember that excitement releases adrenaline, and
adrenaline releases glucose. Most endurance horses will have no trouble whatsoever
generating sufficient glucose during the first loop!

Can this hypoglycemic rebound effect occur during the ride as well? Absolutely. Research
has indicated that any grain-based meal of several pounds or more, whether the grain
consists of corn, barley, oats or sweet feed, has the same effect. Remember also from
previous articles that large meals, spaced more than a few hours apart, also has a
detrimental effect on fluid balance---a second reason to avoid large, sporadically spaced
meals during ride day.

To avoid these effects, remember the rule of small and frequent---rather than grain only at
vet checks, carry a small baggie or two of grain between vet checks to offer every hour or
so. This not only will avoid swings in insulin and fluid balance, but will also provide a small,
steady source of glucose throughout the day without decreasing the utilization of fats. The
net effect is increased energy and better performance without jeopardizing the overall
metabolic health of the horse. Remember that providing bulk as well throughout the day is
the higher priority in maintaining hydration and motility, so include fresh green grass, hay
or soaked beet pulp mash as well throughout the day as your ride plan allows.

A recent and controversial innovation is the use of carbohydrate supplements that can be
syringed at intervals during a ride as a replacement or supplement for grain. To date, no
published research studies have thoroughly investigated its use or effects on the endurance
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horse, and the only existing information is anecdotal. The theory behind its use is the same
as that for grain, and the same caveats apply. Too much of any carbohydrate source at any
one time can cause fluid shifts, hypoglycemic rebound, as well as the potential for colic or
laminitis if greatly overused in a metabolically stressed horse. Poor results are by far most
likely to result if carbohydrates are used as a replacement for proper and long-term
conditioning, or in an effort to obtain performance beyond the current capabilities of the
horse. Carbohydrates of any type will not only will not turn an exhausted, dehydrated horse
into a winner, it can potentially turn a possible completion into a metabolic disaster if every
other detail discussed in this series hasn't first been seen to. Those who have done their
conditioning homework and use carbohydrates thoughtfully in conjunction with a
realistic and sensible ride plan, are by far to be most likely to garner a demonstrable
benefit as "icing on the cake" without risk to the metabolic whole.

To summarize the main strategies in this article:

1. Remember that glycogen is the fuel in shortest supply, and plan your ride strategy to
conserve glycogen, staying primarily below the anaerobic threshold, while relying on fats as
the primary fuel.
2. Maintain your horse on a high-fat ration in between rides, but avoid feeding fats on
ride day.
3. Provide a "full tank" of glycogen by increasing the grain ration slightly for several days
before the ride, with the last meal being no closer than 4-5 hours before the start.
4. Provide small, frequent amounts of grain along the trail every hour or two, avoiding
large, sporadic meals, along with bulkier forages.
5. If used at all, utilize carbohydrate supplements as "icing on the cake", never as a
replacement for doing your homework.

Advertisements

Rider wanted to help exercise 3 endurance horses (novice through to
FEI level). Opportunity to compete in GER's. Riding weight of
75kg or less. Drybrook, Forest of Dean. Tel Sharon on 01594
544559

Adverts are free to Offa’s Dyke members & associate members.

Other adverts cost £5 per half page.
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Please note that the newsletter is FREE to members and associate members of
Offa’s Dyke Group. For non-members of Offa’s Dyke Group, we ask for £5.00
subscription per year for the newsletter by post. Please send a cheque made
payable to OFFA’S DYKE BRANCH OF ENDURANCE GB to: Carolyn Edwards,
Duart House, Brookfield Road, Churchdown, Gloucestershire, GL3 2PF.

Alternatively, the newsletter can be downloaded free of charge from our website
‘news’ page. Some previous newsletters and archives are also available

Dates for your diary

Schooling lesson Huntley Sunday 3 November

Schooling lesson Usk Sunday 17 November

Thermal Imaging Sunday 24 November

Schooling lesson Huntley Sunday 1 December

Annual Awards Meeting Saturday 7 December

Schooling lesson Usk Sunday 15 December

Xmas Cracker fun ride Sunday 29 December

Schooling lesson Usk Sunday 19 January

Schooling lesson Huntley Sunday 2 February

Schooling lesson Huntley Sunday 16 February

More information on the website ‘rides & events’ page

Web site: www.offasdykeegb.co.uk

HELP!
With the rising cost of printing and postage (now 50p for 2nd class stamp). It
would be a great saving for the group if more people could receive the
newsletter by email PDF or download it from the Website. If you’d like to try,
please email me. If you try and don’t like it you can always change back to a
paper copy at any time.


